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- A single, classic mecha. - Ranks up to four. - Flying power is not capped. - Multiple Unit Support. - Leader can control multiple units. - Pilot can use weapons on multiple units. - Unit's weapons can be upgraded. - Multiple pilots can fight against multiple enemy units. - Multiple pilots can fight against multiple enemy units. - Unlimited Pilot (one per mission). - Unlimited
Unit (one per mission). - Three types of mission: missions, walkthrough, and training. - Earn 3 stars (1 star for Walkthrough). - After every mission, you can replay it with different pilots, increasing experience. - Find out your strengths, weaknesses, and best missions. - Last mission's ending decides the ranking. - New achievements for not only ranking but also special
mission achievements. - Leader can send unit to do special actions, such as, attack enemy, defend, give support, etc. - Leader can direct unit to float, dash, or jump. - Level up with the use of available research. - Leader can assign multiple pilots to command unit. - No multiple mecha in the game. - 5 weapon types: melee, energy, plasma, missile, and fancy mecha
(see below). - 2 types of machines: light and heavy. - Keep your units in one place. - Wave-controlled battle. - Incredible crash and blade animations. - Infinitely undoable jumps. - Multiple endings. - Playable in a single-screen or multiplayer. - Ability to watch frame-by-frame. - And much, much more! Some new game features in MechAce: - Most of the design has been
overhauled to make the game more challenging and provide a fuller experience. - New units added to beat the game. - Automatic battle results. - Customizable quests. - Improved multi-language support. - Gameplay icon for "good" and "bad" results. - Endless challenge. - Leader commands multiple units and pilots. - Leader can order units to do special attacks. -
Leader can assign multiple pilots to act on multiple units. - Leader can guide units to float, dash, or jump. - Leader can manually control weapons on units. - Leader controls multiple units on the battlefield. - Leader can solo pilot and control multiple units in battle.

Fantasy Grounds - Evernight (Savage Worlds) Features Key:

Gear System: Each type of gear will have different stats. Level up and discover new passive abilities. Gear will provide you with the most damage; however, being at lower levels, your armor will not protect you like against a higher level. Thus, you need to be careful to set optimal amount of armor.
Massive bosses: Face hundreds of bosses in which you will have to defend their life. Special abilities, such as healing, frenzies, resistances and more.
Boss Orbs: gain items and abilities for use on the bosses. Collect this new powerful power for the final battle.
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The gameplay of Max and Maya is based on the most famous platform game franchise "Cat Quest", where you're a cat and you must overcome hard challenges to save your friends and defeat your enemies! The goal is to throw poop, pee and eat crap to reduce enemy health and make him piss himself. There are different enemies that guard a lot of cities. You must
fight them to unlock the next city. Many secrets and hidden items in the levels. You can cast a power-up of your cat or use an item in your inventory and do some super cool moves to defeat a lot of enemies. You can use all levels without any pauses and as a cat you can run. Also you can jump on stones and buildings to reach higher places. Players can battle an
unlimited amount of enemies, unlock new cities and more in this addicting AlphaCat Simulation game, which you can play anytime and anywhere. Also many features can be activated in the game, if you look in the menu. You can summon your cat to the character screen using "Meow-Command". When you want to piss on someone, just go to the bathroom and touch
your characters. Now you can pee on them with a splash effect. You can close your eyes in the game to rest. If you want to play a levels you can just open the level gallery, there's a button with your characters. Features - Demo Version: Max and Maya is the first realistic alpha-cat simulator, which markets the secret ambition of your pets: All Power to the Cats! You're
in for a fascinating story. Where have all people gone? Is there a way to defeat rats and dogs? Why nobody feeds me anymore? It's time to boost your skills, defeat your enemies and build a real cat fort! Of course, you can take a nap anytime, and if anyone wakes you up, your sacred duty is to piss on their slippers. Gather a feline army and conquer the world! MEOW-
MAGIC - Meow-commands c9d1549cdd
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A mission-based single-player real-time strategy game, Battlestar Galactica Deadlock brings a story-driven strategic combat experience to life. Featuring the most iconic characters, ships, and locations from the Battlestar Galactica universe, the game represents a dedicated effort to recreate some of the deadliest clashes throughout the Battlestar Galactica
timeline.In your Starbuck (replacement ship), an ATAS equipped Viper to speak of, guide you through the early missions. As the game progresses, youll unlock new gear and vehicles to aid you in your quest to uncover the deadly truth behind Lachesis. Once youve reached your goal, the game provides two unique modes of play. Its first mode will take you through a
campaign comprised of 11 original storyline missions. Youll quickly discover that missions arent the only thing in abundance in Deadlocks world. Raids, territorial disputes, pillaging, and ship-to-ship assaults are also commonplace, and heavily influenced by the outcome of missions. In each of these missions, you will find the deadliest risk in the Galaxy- The Skulls. The
Skulls are bounties given out to specific players- usually the most distinguished- whose squadrons have achieved a specific objective. Decide whether youre ready to risk your life for the cause. Include yourself on a wave of precision Cylon bombing? Are you bold enough to risk direct assault of an enemy carrier? These choices determine the Skulls youre ultimately
rewarded with. In addition to the story missions, an additional mode is provided for both single and multiplayer. Players can play through the campaign as either the Colonials or the Cylons.After completion of the main campaign, youll also be rewarded with a unique bonus mission to determine the outcome of the final stand of the Cylons. Each side will have their own
set of objectives to complete- and the final confrontation between the two will be decided by the player. With Galactica Deadlock, play the role of the master strategist as you guide your fleet to victory. What's New in Version 1.5.0.4+2? - New Arc Wall AI - Colonials will attack the wall on contact - New Roman Eagle arc AI - Colonials will attack the wall on contact -
New Corvus arc AI - Colonials will attack the wall on contact - New Cylon Hierarchy - CylonCohort now have ships that are more aggressive in battle - New Cylon Atmosphere System
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Fang of Bleak Aria Series Administrator Hey there, welcome to the "No Dungeon" write up of "The Blood Knight Fang of Bleak Aria", an adventure set in the World of Terrinoth for the "5th Edition" world. The realm of Terrinoth is a
large world that contains within it many different worlds, including Dumnonia, where you can adventure if you play Adventure! You can also make a home within the Dumnonian lands, or visit any other land that interests you. The
land of Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyllllantysiliogogogoch is named for the parish (parish is a term used in the UK for a district that is similar to a town) that exists in the area, near
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyllllantysiliogogogoch. You can live there too, or just visit when you are in the way. The Dumnonian lands are also a welcome place for the Emperor of Rome, who bears the name 'Nicholas'. If
you like Terrinoth, you may want to be his friend. ^^[Getting into the World]If you want to visit the Dumnonian lands, you will need to find a way to go to them. There are a couple of different ways to get there, though the easiest
way is to go by sea. If you'd like to come to Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyllllantysiliogogogoch, go to Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyllllantysiliogogogoch, on the Dumnonian lands. ^^[Items to Bring] First Aid
Kit Second line of defense Water Sweetwater / Water Relaxant and Restorative Utilities Gear(Optional)If you are planning on hitting your enemies with your shield or perhaps ranged weapons, you may want to bring a mix of armor
and shield. ^^[How to enter and exit the adventure] Use the mouse button(s) to scroll, and the keyboard to type out new commands. The adventure is given from the perspective of a party that has already visited the Dumnonian
lands. You may also choose to 
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Punch Planet is a Sci-Fi competitive arena fighter set in a futuristic universe. The universe of Punch Planet is a combination of gritty cyberpunk, anime inspired art style, and a strong focus on storytelling. Punch Planet features 8
playable characters, ranging from agile enemies to the hulking heavy hitters. Each character has unique animations, fighting styles, and special mechanics that can be unlocked through gameplay. The game features Online
Multiplayer allowing you to compete against opponents across the globe, local Versus, and Player Lobby Matchmaking. Developed by a group of long time competitors, Punch Planet aims to bring the best of what the world of gaming
has to offer to players. Punch Planet is a Sci-Fi competitive arena fighter set in a futuristic universe. The universe of Punch Planet is a combination of gritty cyberpunk, anime inspired art style, and a strong focus on storytelling.
Punch Planet features 8 playable characters, ranging from agile enemies to the hulking heavy hitters. Each character has unique animations, fighting styles, and special mechanics that can be unlocked through gameplay. The game
features Online Multiplayer allowing you to compete against opponents across the globe, local Versus, and Player Lobby Matchmaking. Developed by a group of long time competitors, Punch Planet aims to bring the best of what the
world of gaming has to offer to players. ALIEN OPS I created Alien Ops to scratch my own itch. I wanted an alien shooter, but I wanted a shooter. So I created my own. No sci-fi references, no homage to any one game. Just a well
designed, well put together shooter. Retro inspired first person shooter where the enemy isn’t actually trying to kill you. Alien Ops features a totally unique alien design with dozens of deadly weapons and a story based mission
system that rewards aggression and experimentation. Alien Ops is a complete conversion of a retro first person shooter set in the year 2381. It features 8 playable classes, including: commando, infiltration specialist, rifleman, sniper,
shotgunner, mech rider, mech shooter, and the all too famous captain. The game features online multiplayer, player-made maps, intense single-player combat, custom load-outs, unlockable weapons, enemy variations, and
more!Game Features:Mecha-Mecha Dress in the bizarre form of a biomechanical chimera. Cybernetic Armor Stick with the pack, or opt to go solo and venture into the dangerous xenomorph infested jungles in your Mech Body
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System Requirements For Fantasy Grounds - Evernight (Savage Worlds):

Technical Requirements: User Interface: Two playable characters to select from! Gameplay tweaks based on the feedback of our player base. About the Creation of Horizon Zero Dawn by Carlos Gomez “One of the main themes behind
Horizon Zero Dawn is the ethical component. The world is rapidly changing, people are becoming more and more aggressive and that’s what makes this game very interesting. The need to constantly change
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